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QUESTION 1

A FortiGate is deployed in the NAT/Route operation mode. This operation mode operates at which OSI layer? 

A. Layer 4 

B. Layer 1 

C. Layer 3 

D. Layer 2 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Your company uses a cluster of two FortiGate 3600C units in active-passive mode to protect the corporate network. The
FortiGate cluster sends its logs to a FortiAnalyzer and you have configured scheduled weekly reports for the Internet 

bandwidth usage of each corporate VLAN. During a scheduled maintenance window, you make a series of configuration
changes. When the next FortiAnalyzer weekly report is generated, you notice that Internet bandwidth usage reported by 

the FortiAnalyzer is far less than expected. 

What is the reason for this discrepancy? 

A. You applied an antivirus profile on some of the policies, and no traffic can be accelerated. 

B. You disabled all security profiles on some of the firewall policies, and the traffic matching those policies is now
accelerated. 

C. You enabled HA session-pickup, which is turn disabled session accounting. 

D. You changed from active-passive to active-active, causing the session traffic counters to become inaccurate. 

Correct Answer: D 

Because of Active/Active failover traffic segregate to boxes where it reduces the bandwidth utilization 

 

QUESTION 3

You are asked to write a FortiAnalyzer report that lists the session that has consumed the most bandwidth. You are
required to include the source IP, destination IP, application, application category, hostname, and total bandwidth
consumed. Which dataset meets these requirements? 

A. select from_itime(itime) as timestamp, srcip, dstip, app, appcat, hostname, sum(coalesce(`sentbyte", 0) +coalesce
(`recbyte ", 0)) as bandwidth from $log where $filter LIMIT 1 

B. select from_itime(itime) as timestamp, srcip, dstip, app, appcat, hostname, sum(coalesce(`sentbyte", 0) +coalesce
(`recbyte", 0)) as bandwidth from $log where $filter LIMIT 1 
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C. select from_itime(itime) as timestamp, srcip, dstip, app, appcat, hostname, sum(coalesce(`sentbyte", 0) +coalesce
(`rcvdbyte", 0)) as bandwidth from $log where $filter LIMIT 1 

D. select from_itime(itime) as timestamp, sourceip, destip, app, appcat, hostname, sum(coalesce(`sentbyte\\',
0)+coalesce (`rcvdbyte", 0)) as bandwidth from $log where $filter LIMIT 1 

Correct Answer: C 

References: http://docs.fortinet.com/uploaded/files/2617/fortianalyzer-5.2.4-dataset-reference.pdf 

 

QUESTION 4

You are an administrator of FortiGate devices that use FortiManager for central management. You need to add a policy
on an ADOM, but upon selecting the ADOM drop-down list, you notice that the ADOM is in locked state. Workflow
mode 

is enabled on your FortiManager to define approval or notification workflow when creating and installing policy changes. 

What caused this problem? 

A. Another administrator has locked the ADOM and is currently working on it. 

B. There is pending approval waiting from a previous modification. 

C. You need to use set workspace-mode workflow on the CLI. 

D. You have read-only permission on Workflow Approve in the administrator profile. 

Correct Answer: D 

http://docs.fortinet.com/uploaded/files/2250/FortiManager-5.2.1-Administration-Guide.pdf 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two features are supported only by FortiMail but not by FortiGate? (Choose two.) 

A. DNSBL 

B. built-in MTA 

C. end-to-end IBE encryption 

D. FortiGuard Antispam 

Correct Answer: AB 
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